
Closely aligned with the Microsoft Azure Cloud Adoption Framework, Compugen’s most comprehensive Azure 
Migration service offering includes each of the elements necessary to help you move from assessment through to 
migration of a sample of targeted workloads. 

This service includes all of the deliverables in each of our Migration Assessment and Foundation Design & Build 
offerings, in addition to comprehensive planning and migration of 10-15 targeted Windows workloads to the Azure 
Landing Zone.

Working closely with your team we will provide the following services:

• Assessment and Reporting of your on-premises infrastructure to aid in targeting, right sizing, and prioritizing 
 candidate workloads and applications for their transition to the cloud

• A flexible Foundational Azure Reference Infrastructure deployment tailored to suit current and future 
 workload migrations

• Migration, testing, and optimization of the selected workloads into the newly created cloud foundation

This plan covers the following activities: 

• All Premier level activities as outlined in the Azure Migration Assessment

• All Premier level activities as outlined in the Azure Foundation Design & Build

• Implementation of the Azure Migration Toolset into your on-premises infrastructure

• Migration of up to fifteen (15) Windows virtual and/or physical machines into the new Azure Foundation

• Up to four (4) hours of operational guidance for your Cloud Administration Team with focus on Azure 
Management, Monitoring, and Administration

• The creation and delivery of as-built documentation

Begin the Journey
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Basic

Fixed Fee $35,000.00

Invoice type One-time

Service Code

Constraints
Assessment phase limited to VMware (vCenter 5.5 or higher) VMs, Hyper-V 
(Server 2012R2 or higher) VMs, and physical servers running 64-bit Microsoft 
Windows operating systems.

Out of Scope

Remediation of any pre-existing issues.

Data Circuit provisioning, changes, bandwidth remediation, and/or optimization.

Operational documentation.

Benefits • Identification of the workloads best suited for cloud migration

  • Optimization of the selected workloads to ensure optimal cloud spend

  • Creation of a solid cloud foundation on which to support

  • Interactive experience leaving you with the confidence to continue on your own

Approach The following activities are completed under this assignment:

  1. Inventory of your server infrastructure including collection of workload utilization metrics

  2. Analysis of the collected data for workload categorization, Azure VM sizing, 
 preliminary modernization opportunities, and cost modeling

  3. Presentation of recommendations and findings

  4. Azure subscription and Foundational infrastructure setup

  5. Migration of selected Infrastructure as a Services (IaaS) workloads into Foundation

Pricing
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SERVICES BY COMPUGEN

For more information on how Compugen’s service 
solutions can help your organization please contact your 
Account Executive, call 1-800-387-5045, email 
cloud@compugen.com, or visit compugen.com

Other services you may be interested in

Managed Azure
Let Compugen’s team of experienced Azure Administrators take the helm and 
provide you with a better managed Azure environment than you can achieve 
on your own allowing you to focus your efforts on managing your business.

SQL Server Migration 
Assessment

Whether you have one SQL Server instance with one database, or hundreds 
of instances hosting thousands, our Migration Assessment will help identify the 
low-hanging fruit that is fully ready, or requires minimal effort, to prepare for 
migration to Azure’s Platform as a Service (PaaS) SQL Server offering.

Azure SQL Migration

When you are ready to begin your database migration process, let 
Compugen’s experts assist in the deployment and execution of the 
appropriate tools allowing you to fire off your migration projects with peace of 
mind, knowing the process is taking advantage of Microsoft best practice.

Why Compugen Compugen is a recognized Canadian leader in virtualization solutions. 

Skilled and experienced virtualization experts who understand the full potential for 
virtualization across your entire IT infrastructure and recommend solutions to help deliver 
your strategic IT and business goals.
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